


















A special thank you to our various public and private funders for 2015:

    Thanks to the support of the David Davis Foundation the Archives has a stable home as well as 
    regular monthly support.
    We applied for & received an Ohio Arts Council (OAC) Grant for Sustainability which gives us a 
    variable amount of money (approx. $10,000) a year for operating costs until 2017.
    We received a grant of $15,000 from the George Gund Foundation for programming  and to help 
    t    transition the organization into paying for an ED again.
    We applied for and received a matching Project Grant from Cuyahoga Arts & Culture (CAC) to
    facilitate the professional ilming in 2016 of a series of short documentaries of 6 archived artists, 
    and one general doc celebrating the founding artists and the Archives place in the region. The irst
    of these done on Archived Artist  Augusto  Bordelois was premiered to acclaim Wed April 27 when
    we introduced our primary ilm maker Ted Sikora to the Archives audience.
    Thank you to Otmar & Rota Sackerlotzky & Vincent Monnier for signiicant private donations

AAWR Executive Directors Report

2015, was a year of transition and growth for the Archives.

As a new executive director, working for an organization that lacked staff leadership for 2 years, I faced
both personal and public challenges. Transitioning from the private sector into a non – proit organization
was not easy. With the help of the board of directors, volunteers and Archives employees (Both Kaitlyn 
Gainer & Christine Ries) and the support of the Archived Artists, their families and all of the AAWR 
members I believe I can say that the transition was a successful one and that today the Archives
is in a positis in a positive position for continued growth.

 OUR WEB SITE
generated 8,247
page views in 2015
from 3,523
visitors

In 2015 in addition to our Exhibitions in our AAWR home gallery, we initiated three separate series of 
educational programs. In accordance with the strategic plan these programs utilize community 
partnerships to present informative topics engaging different facets of the art community. The Ohio Art 
Dealers Association (OADA) generously sponsored some of these programs with a donation in 2015.
Our continued partnerships with other nonproits, such as Art NEO and schools like Tri-C East, and 
Cleveland State University have resulted in exposing our collection to younger more diverse audiences. 
WWe look forward to continuing old partnerships and fostering new ones in 2016 and beyond.

2014 membership numbers had fallen down to 98. As of Jan 2016 membership
is 218. At the suggestion of Board member Rota Sackerlotzky we added a
“couples“membership level that has become very popular. New members 
means more lively openings, new artists works being shown as part of the
Annual Members Exhibition and greater attendance for programs associated
with exhibitions. This increased public visibility has helped raise the status of the 
AArchives with artists, curators & collectors. 

Thank you to all of our members for your support in 2015 and the future – your contributions made our
Annual Fund drive the most successful in many years!

A physical reorganization of the ofice and face lift with new ofice furniture, provided through donations
by William Jean, David Gooding, Stuart Pearl, Dave Joranko & Vincent Monnier has resulted in a friendlier, 
more welcoming atmosphere for Archives visitors. The work hanging in the ofice, which changes with 
each new exhibition, continues to garner compliments and engage viewers. We have made an effort to
rotate works from our collection in the ofice area giving us a permanent display area for Archived works.






